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 In order to move from a method using the RegEx Library to a VBA method, I followed this guide. My method takes input like
this: 12-33-33-12 and puts it into an array: array[0] = "12" array[1] = "33" array[2] = "33" array[3] = "12" I then created a for

loop which loops through the array and replaces the entire input string with the output. This works perfectly if my input string is
9 characters. However, If the string is 10 characters, my results look like this: array[0] = "12-33-33" It's just appended a "-" onto

the end of the 10 character string. I am then converting the output into a string, then putting it back into the cells. What am I
doing wrong? A: String.Replace("x-y-z", "-") gives x-y-z if x is 12, y is 33 and z is 12 String.Replace("12-33-33", "-") gives
12-33-33 if 12 is x, 33 is y and 33 is z Q: Constructing a $\sqrt{3}$-regular tetrahedron Constructing a $\sqrt{3}$-regular

tetrahedron is equivalent to constructing an equilateral $\sqrt{3}$-triangulation of a regular tetrahedron. This problem seems to
be pretty classical, but I cannot find a proof. My first attempt was to show that any equilateral $\sqrt{3}$-triangulation of a

regular tetrahedron is also a regular tetrahedron and to build a $\sqrt{3}$-regular tetrahedron from an equilateral
$\sqrt{3}$-triangulation of a regular tetrahedron. This seems to be the approach taken by E. Kurtono in this note: Equilateral

$\sqrt{3}$-triangulation of regular polygon However, I could not make it work. I suspect that my proof is wrong, or at least that
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